
 

NIGHTINGALE NURSE MAD LIBS 

A Letter of Complaint 
This semester, I have been very unimpressed with Professor __last 
name______________. On several different occasions, they ____ past 
tense verb ______ me and ____ past tense verb _______ me. I have 
called the school ____#______ times to complain about this faculty 
member, but as of yet, the school has not ___past tense verb______the 
faculty member. If this is not resolved ____ adverb _____, I will 
____verb____.  
 

Emergency Department 
Once when I worked in the Emergency Room, a ____#___-year-old 
male came in stating that he was sure he had ___disease_____. To not 
violate HIPAA, we’ll call him___ridiculous name_____. He had looked 
up his symptoms on ___website____, and was convinced he was dying. 
“It’s okay,” I assured him, “I’m sure you’re not dying, and if you do, just 
remember that when you die you go to ____place____.” He was 
_____adjective_____ all night. 
 
Upset Parents 
“We’re so _____emotion______,” said two parents to me as they 
walked in the doors, “Our child has swallowed a ___noun_____.” 
“____exclamation____,” I said, “Let’s get her to imaging.” As soon as 
we got the x-rays back, we saw clearly that it was actually a 
___noun_____ that the child had swallowed. “That’s impossible,” said 
the parents, “Because___excuse_____.” “Well,” I said, “It looks 
like___cliche_______.” 



 

Useful Knowledge 
I always knew I would use my nursing knowledge in real life. Just the 
other day, ____famous person____ was choking on___food____. I 
learned in nursing school that when someone is choking, you should 
grab them by the _____body part_____ 
and____verb_______   ____#________ times. You know it’s really 
serious when their face is turning __color_____ and they can’t breathe. 
The person was very thankful I saved them, and gave me 
____noun______ in appreciation.  
 

Travel Nursing 
I’ve always wanted to be a travel nurse, because I wanted to see 
___place____. One time I went to ___place____ and saw ____2 
animals______ just outside the hospital! Travel nursing is 
____adjective___ because you get to discover ____adjective_______ 
cultures for just ___number____ months. Travel nursing also pays well 
in most places, but in foreign countries, sometimes you get paid in 
___plural noun_____. 
 
 

Nursing school 
Going through nursing school is worse than ____disease______. You 
have to stay up late, study about ___plural body part_____, and you’re 
constantly drinking __adjective_____ coffee. Even when you’re working 
with your patients, they constantly __verb_____ and call you 
____funny name_____. The only consolation is the 
___number____   ____adjective______ friends you have in your cohort. 
 

Interested in nursing school? Contact admissions at 801-689-2160 


